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The front cover illustrates the Brouwer 7 Gang Mower which has an operating width of 192”, slimming down to 89” in transport position, 3 and 5 Gang units are also available, again combining strength and reliability. The mowers do not depend upon wheel traction for drive and are therefore ideal for use in our British climate. Reel speeds are variable and independent of travel speed, the unique ‘V’ belt drive ensuring the finest possible finish. The complete range of Brouwer Mowers are extremely economical to acquire, the initial outlay being easily returned by the mowers excellent cutting efficiency and low maintenance costs. They are available in standard or hydraulic lift, the 7 Gang Standard costing £7871.00 + VAT.

For further information on Brouwer Mowers and the complete range of Brouwer equipment contact: Turfland Professional Equipment, Red House Farm, Barker’s Hollow Road, Dutton, Warrington, Cheshire, WA4 4LL. Tel: 4 Lines - (09286) 340, 261, 336 & 272.

GOLF COURSE ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICE

John Campbell
Golf Course Consultant
59 Magna Road

TURF PROBLEMS

A technical advisory service is offered to deal with turf problems and raise the standards of course upkeep.

Inspection tour made of the course and a detailed report prepared for future guidance.

COURSE ALTERATIONS

Advice given on course alterations and the remodelling of greens, tees and bunkers to improve the general playing conditions and facilitate more economical course maintenance.

BUNKERS

Many courses are over-bunkered and such hazards involve a lot of labour to keep them tidy — topping them up with sand is also expensive. Course surveys can be carried out to advise on bunker strategy and eliminate those that are out of play.

Full details of this personal advisory service can be obtained by contacting:

John Campbell
Golf Course Consultant
59 Magna Road
Englefield Green
Egham
Surrey
Tel. Egham 37064